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I’m James Gilbert 
@jatgilbert

Hi!
Head of APAC Marketing
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VSOUTBOUND  INBOUND 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THEN 
• Advertisers had all the control. 

• Consumers were bombarded 
with ads & pamphlets trying 
to sell them many products. 

• While they didn’t like this,  
they couldn’t do anything  
about it.
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NOW 
• The buyer is in control 

and has much more power. 

• They have all the tools at  
their disposal to do their  
own research. 

• They’re able to make  
their own decision on your 
product / service without you.
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BROKEN
The old playbook is

are on do  
not call lists

direct mail is 
never opened

unsubscribe 
from email

skip  
TV ads

48%20%91%83%
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The biggest problem 
with the old playbook is that  

it fights for people’s attention  
by interrupting them.

Seth Godin (1998!)

“
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ATTRA TING
ATTENTION

is smarter than interrupting attention
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ATTRA TING
ATTENTION

requires you to  
provide something  

people will love
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Blog Posts & 
Web Content

Photos & 
Infographics

Videos & 
Podcasts

Presentations 
& eBooks

Software 
& Tools

In the world of digital,  
people love content.
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+

All-in-one 
inbound marketing  
and sales software.

What do all 
marketers  

need to know?

HOW GOOD IS  
MY WEBSITE?
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Open web app

website.grader.com2.

1.
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Who had the  
best website?
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Take a screenshot

Tweet screenshot + 
#GrowWithHubSpot

2.

1.
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That was an example of a

FREE TOOL 
FOR B2B 
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But what about 

FREE TOOLS 
FOR B2C?
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AUSSIE HOME LOANS 
BORROWING CALCULATOR
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AUSSIE HOME LOANS 
BORROWING CALCULATOR

Convert leads with 
personalised content 

experiences

Close customers with 
personalised mktg. 

automation

Attract visitors with their  
web & blog content
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 Blogs

In the world of digital,  
people love content.
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DEC 2013 DEC 2016

HERE’S A BLOG 
POST FROM 2013  
Look how much traffic  
it is still getting 3 years 
later (& continues to get)
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12,000 
SEARCHES 
for press release 
template per month
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HELPS YOU GENERATE  
MORE OF WHAT YOU 

LOVE.

Creating content that 
people love,

TRAFFIC, LEADS & 
CUSTOMERS.
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Total blog posts
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Impact of total published blog posts on inbound leads  

Read: leads increase as your content increases

MORE CONTENT  
= MORE LEADS

Leads

EffortEffort
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THE CONTENT NEEDED  
CHANGES DEPENDENT ON 

EACH BUYER JOURNEY
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Consideration

Decision

Awareness

3 STAGES OF THE  
BUYER JOURNEY
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Consideration

Decision

Awareness  
IF I’M BUYING 
GLASSES…?

EXAMPLE:
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google.com.au

Search Google or type URLglasses that will make me look smart when presenting at events

glasses that will make me look smart when presenting at events – Google Search

glasses that will make you look smart

smart and stylish glasses for 2016

designer glasses 2015

designer glasses 2014

Consideration

Decision

Awareness
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https://www.misterspex.co.uk/styles-trends/glasses/trends-2016Consideration

Decision

Awareness
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Consideration

Decision

Awareness

DON’T WEAR 
GLASSES?

EXAMPLE:
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google.com.au

Search Google or type URLwhy do i keep getting headaches at work?

why do i keep getting headaches at work? – Google Search

avoid headaches at work

what headache medication works best

how to reduce eye strain at work

how to be healthy at work

Consideration

Decision

Awareness
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https://www.misterspex.co.uk/advice/avoid-computer-strain-workConsideration

Decision

Awareness
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https://www.misterspex.co.uk/advice/avoid-computer-strain-workConsideration

Decision

Awareness
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https://www.misterspex.co.uk/advice/avoid-computer-strain-workConsideration

Decision

Awareness
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TAKEAWAYS
KEY

#GrowWithHubSpot
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IF YOUR BIGGEST 
CHALLENGE IS TO 
GROW TRAFFIC:

MAKE MY PERSONA
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IF YOUR BIGGEST 
CHALLENGE IS TO 
GROW LEADS:
CREATE HIGH-
CONVERTING  
LEAD PAGES
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IF YOUR BIGGEST 
CHALLENGE IS TO 
GROW CUSTOMERS:

AUTOMATIC PRICING 
PAGE EMAILS FOR 
SALES REPS
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HubSpot Growth Stack  
Growth at every stage of the funnel 


